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Introduction
PREM TEXTILES is an acknowledged and reputed export house established in 1980 in India. It
holds a paramount in manufacturing and exporting of 100% cotton fabric and bed linen with
an annual export turnover of 22 million US$. With the government recognition of a Two Star
Export House, Prem Textiles marks a prominence in the textile market of Europe, chiey
consigning to Germany, France, Denmark, Poland, Sweden, Norway, Holland, Slovakia,
Australia, New Zealand, Israel and United States of America.
We are an ISO 9001:2015 based Company which has been catering an elegant and exclusive
range of home furnishings for more than two decades. Crafted with care and perfection, the
graceful and contemporary range of home furnishings makes a rened statement of class and
style for discerning customers across the world. The entire range we offer is manufactured to
the world class quality standards using the best of technology and talent at our own
production house.
With everything In House emerging from Spinning , Weaving, Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing and
Stitching to Finished nal product the usage of latest technology and latest machines which
reects unwavering commitment to superior quality and timeliness. Delivering the exclusive
and fascinating Bed Covers, Bed Sheets, Pillow Cover, Quilt Cover, Flat Sheets and Fitted
Sheets. We have the capacity to roll out 1.5 million meters of fabric every month. With the
competition and experience in the international market we are growing at a steady pace in
terms of sales, technology and infrastructure.
Our working factories are spreaded over in appro. 10,00,000 sq. feet area includes various sub
units. We have approx 75000 sq feet alloted for stitching and nishing of our various products.

Product
We expertise in Home textile Product i.e. Bedding which comprises of Bed Covers, Bed sheets,
Bed Sets, Flat and Fitted Sheets, Pillow Cover and Quilt Covers in soothing cotton fabrics and
blends. These are stitched and packed to the customer’s specications. It includes
embellished articles with piping, over lock, zipper & buttons.
A wide range of woven fabric is prepared for customer’s requirement from plain weave to twills,
drill and satin stripe. All these can be bleached, dyed or printed. Cotton qualities in pigment
prints as well as reactive prints are manufactured by the company. The composition of fabric
depends on requirement which can be 100 % cotton or 100% Polyester Like.

 Flannel
 Seersucker
 Sheeting
 Satin

Infrastructure
Our industries are spreaded over 10, 00,000 sq. Feet area includes
various sub units.75,000 sq feet is allotted for stitching and
nishing department for our carious products.

Spinning & Weaving
Prem Textiles with the latest equipment and dedicated man power is a complete processing
plant which involves Spinning, Weaving, Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing, Cutting and Stitching to
Finished Final Product. Over 1200 employees are being employed by the company. We have
installed capacity of 13500 spindles of Ring Spinning and Open End Spinning Machine and
150 Sulzer & Air jet Looms, and with the capability of processing 1.5 million meters every
month in dyeing and printing.

Printing and Dyeing
Complete Designing and Engraving of screens
done on computers and CST machines. The
maximum width being printed and dyed is 320
cms up to 12 colours with multiple repeat of 64,
91 and 1018 mm. The STORK PEGASUS
printing machine for wider width and MHMS
machine for smaller width. Panel Prints up to
10 colors and fabric width of 240cm is done on
Our Newly Installed Flat Bed Printing of
ZIMMER. Special nishes are being done with
Internationally Reputed Chemical Companies.
Finishing is done on German, Italian Brushing
and Peaching machines. Reactive , Pigment &
Disperse techniques are used in printing and
dyeing as per fabric quality and requirement.
We have installed 6 drums continuous Raising
machines which are fully equipped to achieve
best qualitative brushing effect are being used
for brushing and 120” width can be brushed in
the best possible way. This enables us to serve
our customers with the efciency and
effectiveness. Our bed linen gives the uniform
high quality & is being exported for more than
17 years and continues to attract more and
more customers year after year.

Cutting and Stitching
The division of cutting and stitching
department is under strict supervision of our
experts where cutting procedures are
streamlines after careful evaluation. Stitching
house is equipped with 200 Japanese
machines with extremely efcient and trained
employees producing 10000 bed sets per day.
Juki single needle lock stitching machines, 5
threads over lock, button stitching and button
hole are utilized in this process. The quality
matches the superior fabric which guarantees
awless packing to meet international
standards.

Quality Control
Prem Textiles has stringent quality control measures and ensure to full the requirement of
our customers. We aim to achieve and sustain excellence in all our activities and constantly
strive to achieve complete customer satisfaction through the following procedure
Utmost care is taken for the quality of yarn, its weaving and the blend ratio required.
Once the greige arrives the construction, the quality, the blend ratio and the weight of the
fabric is checked in the laboratory.
The greige fabric goes to the checking department where each meter is checked and mended &
issued for the production.
At the processing stage all international standards are checked like
Color fastness, Shrinkage, Weight Etc.
These are checked after printing and nishing stage in our in house laboratory. All the records
of in-process and inspection reports are well maintained by the company.

Certicates
Our Company is authorized with the certicate of Okotex 100 & Sanfor Licence.
We are an ISO 9001 : 2015 Certied Company and fully Social Complaint Company.
We have PASSED BSCI Since 2008 & are approved since then.
We have also got the licence of our complete manufacturing unit for Organic cotton Products
from Global Organic Textile Standard (G.O.T.S)
Better Cotton Initiative BCI
Cotton Made in Africa CMIA

according to Oeko-Tex Standard 100
Test-No ZHNO 050352 TESTEX Zurich
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